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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Tuesday

University shuts down file sharing

October 21, 2008
Volume 103. Issue 45
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Best behavior

Students grapple with penalties of illegal downloading programs

USG brainstormed
on how to update

By Kyle Reynold-,
Senior Reporter

the Code of Student
Conduct | Page 3

When freshman Greg Daigneault
returned to his dorm room after
Fall Break, he was unpleasantly
surprised — his computer had
been banned from the University s

UT guarantee'
grants full rides
Students in six Ohio
public schools now
have a larger incentive
to work hard - UT is
offering full rides to
students who meet
certain qualifications

internet connection.

UK** done by the

2 out of 3
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students think peer-topeer file sharing is OK

Make sure you
know the facts
Columnist Mansha
Pietrowski criticizes the
McCain campaign's use
of 'Joe the Plumber"
as a strategy to poke
holes in Obamas
policies | Page 4

Obama finally
admits it
Joe the Plumber'
is also discussed by
columnist Jamie
Pellek, who writes that
Obamas response to
questions set forth by
Wurzelbacher proves
socialist economic
policies | Page 4

paved with
A man replacing a
sewer line discovered
a walkway was paved
with old grave markers

| Page 8
Skating down
memory lane
Former BG hockey
coach, Jerry York,
reminisces about the
Falcons' 1984
victory over
Minnesota-Duluth.
which won him his first
national championship

| Page 6

Since Joe the Plumber'
is already taken, what
would your job title be?

Head of the Dept. of
Redundancy Dept."
|P*. 4

I

TODAY
Sunny
High: 53, Low: 29

It

i

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 54. Low: 32

k

Ohio. Dial raised our awareness
ofhow rampant this was."
1 laschak said there is a Strong
correlation between the schools
that receive the most cease and
desisi notices and the number of
pre litigation letters that are sent
out lo the University.
"They're not asking you please
stop. I laschak said. "They're saying who is this person and we're
going to sue them."
Hie pre -litigation letters start
OUI with an initial settlement offer
of $3,000, I laschak said.
SeeSHAREIPaqe?

~BGeX~
author
challenges
students
Reporter

gravestones

"Chief Executive

director of ITS security.
AS of Oct. Hi, 191 computers
on campus were shown as violating the policy since il was instated.
1 laschak said.
The decision to implement this
policy of Internet removal was
based on the high numlx'r of filesharers at the University and is
an attempt to deter students from
those activities and educate them
about file sharing, I laschak said.
"Hie University last year received
668 cease and desist notices
from the IRecording Industry
Association nl.\nieriia|," I laschak
said. "That was number 55 in the
nation, number two in the slate ol

By Becky Tenor

Front walkway

BENSWANSON
Senior. Computer Science

Although the ban was only for
24 hours. Daigneault feels students were not property warned,
and the initial punishment may lx'
a little steep.
"1 do think [the University's policyl is fair because downloading
music is illegal," Daigneault said.
"But I think they are being kind of

harsh with the punishments."
OnOct 10, the University began
enforcing their new plan to counter illeg-.il file sharing on the campus
Students illegally sharing fill's
using peer-to-peer programs,
such as liniewire, Bitlbncnt or
Gnutella, will have their Internet
suspended.
ThepolicyisknownasthcDNKIA
Copyright Safeguard Program and
a first offense will lead lo a 24-hrjUT
block of the Internet, a second
offense will lx1 a two week block
and a third offense will result in a
loss of Internet for the remainder
ot the semester, slid Mali I laschak.

Last night author Thomas
Mullen asked students to think
critically.
"What if a Democrat had
to write a short story about a
conservative
Kepuhlican and
make that person
likable," Mullen
said, when he
spoke about his
book "The l.ast
Town on Earth."
this
year's
BGeXperience Thomas
common read- Mullen
Author of
ing selection.
Mullen said he the common
enjoys putting reading expehimself in other rience, "The
people's heads Last Town on
and
thinking
Earth"
about what he
would do in their place. He said
he would like to see what would
happen if others applied this
form of thinking to their lives.
"In this time of polarized politics, I would like to see what
would happen," he said.
Mullen said he likes to challenge politics just as he challenges his readers. In his book,
he wants his readers to think
critically about what they would
do in the story.
"The 1-ast Town on Rarth" is
based on the 1918 flu virus that
killed over 50,000 people. In the
book Mullen creates communities forced into quarantine. An
unexpected visitor shows up in
one of the towns and the characters are forced to make some
tough decisions.
"Everyone [in the bookl is
motivated by what they think is
the right thing [to do)," he said.
Those tough decisions are
what make the story, and real
life.
Instructor Amanda McGuire
Rzicznck said she was pleased
to have Mullen come to the
University.
"It is aiways good when the
author comes," she said. "It
makes us feel more connected
to the story."
She thought the book was a
good choice and was a useful
tool in her classes. The action of
the story and the presentation of
moral issues were good for her
class discussions.
Freshman Donnie Westcamp
said he liked the book against
his will and was surprised with
how much it got his attention.
"For a book I was forced to read,
it wasn't that bad,'' he said.
Mullen is currently working
on his next book about robbers
during the Great Depression. He
said the book is historical fiction
like "The Last Town" and will be
out in a year.
See AUTHOR | Page 2

I could be
driving the

president
doctor or lawyer
Popular shuttle driver loves his job and passengers
By Kelly Metz
Reporter
For some, "The Wheels
on the Bus go Round and
Round" may just be a popular children's song, but
for shuttle driver Rich Van
Horn, it'sa way of life—and
a fulfilling one at that.
Van Horn retired from
the Itird Motor Company,
in March 2002, after over 30
years of service. He started
looking for another job, one
that would mesh with his
outgoing personality. Then
he heard the University
was hiring shuttle drivers.
A mere eight months later
he begin driving the main
route shuttle. It's the best
See MR. RICH | Page 2

Community residents stand up,
out at city council meeting
By Courtney Flynn
Reporter
Although the cell phone ban
hearing has passed, the issue
still made its way into last
night's City Council meeting.
Bowling Green resident
Norm I leineman stood before
the council to make his opinion known.
But before Heineman gave
his opinion, he asked the council how many had a cell phone.
Six of the seven members raised
their hands.
"I am proud lo still be in the
20th century, but I still have a
cell phone," he said.
He said it is necessary for
business, and pulling over every
time someone calls him would
be difficult and inconvenient.
Heineman does not want
council to submit the ordinance to voters.
"I urge you not to base your

Wall street
higher on hopes
of credit recovery

"I urge you not to base your decision

By Joe Bel Bruno
The Associated Press

on personal experience,
but I would ask you

MAY YORK - A rising wave

to make a decision for yourself"

yesterday, propelling the Dow
(ones industrials up more than
-10(1 points on more signs of
a reliving credit market and
support from Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke for
further steps to aid the economy. All the major indexes finished with gains of 3 percent
or more.
Investors who had sold
furiously In recent weeks in
response to immobile credit
markets became more optimistic as bank-to-bank lending rates eased further. There's
also less demand for ultrasafe Treasury bills, another

I Bowling Green resident
decision on personal experi- are filled with a variety of cars
and trucks that are now an
ence, but I would ask you to
make a decision yourself," he
important part of everyday life.
Heineman said the council
said.
Heineman compared the was elected to make such decisions, and asked them to invespossible cell phone ban to a
possible ban on automobiles
tigate accidents and fatalities
when they first entered the
caused by cell phones.
market. If a ban on automoAside from the cell phone
biles was submitted to voters
issue, another Bowling Green
at the time, there was a prob- resident presented an issue he
felt adamant about.
ability that they would have
Resident Gary Pierce wants
been banned because of the
commotion residents thought "stricter enforcements spelled
they caused. Heineman said.
See COUNCIL | Page 2
1 lowever, no such ban was proposed to voters and now streets

of optimism lifted Wall street

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See FINANCE | Page 2
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BLOTTER

MR. RICH
From Page 1

FRIDAY
2:57 P.M.
Andrew Schillig of Palaskala. Ohio,
was cited for criminal mischief after
writing graffiti on the Kappa Sigma
fraternity house.
11:24 P.M.
Marc Moyer. 19. of Norwalk. Ohio, was
arrested for underage possession and
disorderly conduct
11:48 P.M.
Jaclyn Boulton. 20. of Bowling Green.
was cited for using anothers ID at
Uptown/Downtown Bar.
11:50 P.M.
Arlo Whitaker, 18, of Maumee was
arrested for underage drinking and
open container of alcohol.
11:55 PM.
Juvenile was arrested for underage
Jnnking

SATURDAY
12:15 A.M.
Chnstopher Murray. 20, of Toledo, and
Chnstopher Graddy. 20. of Toledo,
were arrested for underage drinking
12:45 A.M.
Chad Steyer. 19. of Defiance. Ohio.
was arrested for underage drinking
and open container.
1:20 A.M.
Joshua Kenczewicz. 22. of Bowling
Green, and Nicholas Carter, 23. of
Columbus were arrested for possession of marijuana.

2:16 A.M.
Two male students were given a verbal
warning for disorderly conduct after
sending a female student harassing
phone calls and text messages.
2:28 A.M.
Troy Anast. 34, of Fmdlay and Justin
Skrzynski. 34. of Bowling Green, were
arrested for assaulting a police officer.

SUNDAY
12:01 AM.
.Timothy Folger of Huron, Ohio, was
cited for disorderly conduct after
a University police officer saw him
urinating on the sidewalk in the 400
block of Ridge Street.

MONDAY
3:08 P.M.
Gentry Wilson. 19, of Bowling Green.
was arrested for possession of marijuana.

*

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
complete blotter list.

job he has ever had, he said.
"It's not even really a job," he
said. "It's a privilege driving the
kids around. I get to watch the
freshmen come in and then see
them graduate. It's an honor."
Van Horn said driving the shuttle
the same route everyday from 3301130 p.m. gets boring only when
there isn't anyone onboard. And
even when only one person steps
through his doors, he greets them
and starts a conversation — even
when he or they may be down in
the dumps.
"1 like saying hi when they get
on the bus, and I think my smile
might brighten their day," he said.
"And if I'm not feeling good, the
passengers will say 'what's wrong
Mr. Rich,' and it makes me feel
good they know me."
Sophomore Brittany Smith said
she rides Van Horn's shuttle a few
times a week and enjoys having
conversations and sharing stories
with him.
"He is a good guy. It pays to
meet someone a few times every
week who is always happy to see
you and it makes an impression
on you," she said. "It's not common you find a shuttle driver who
makes you wish you weren't getting off the shuttle just yet."
But Van Horn may not seem like
a traditional shuttle driver by any
means. A few years ago he handed
out $10 Bob Evans gift certificates
as birthday gifts for students who
ride his shuttle regularly. After
spending about $600 in one year,
he said he couldn't keep up with
that method of gift giving
"I send all of my friends on
fiacebooka birthday e-mail," he said.
"And 1 sometimes give cards with
money in it as graduation gifts."
Mike Burtch, a 2007 graduate
who created the Facebook group
"Mr. Rich, Shuttle Driver," said Van
Horn could remember everyone's
birthday, even before he was on
the social networking site
Van Horn finally joined Facebook
when he saw the groups dedicated
to him, so in an effort to keep in
touch with his student-friends, he
created his own account and now
has over 2,500 friends. His profile
is open for anybody to look at and
lists his contact information. So if
anyone needs to reach him, they
can—even if it's just to say hello.
"I know a lot of kids really care
about me and I want them to know

"I get to watch
freshmen come in

AUTHOR

and then see them

Mullen said he was honored
by the University's choice of
his book and could not believe
he wrote a book college students read, even if it was for a
class.
"Anything to get a person to
read a book," Mullen said.

From Page 1

graduate."
Rich Van Horn | Shuttle driver

1 really care about them," he said. "I
think Facebook is a useful tool to
see how they feel because of groups
dedicated to me and I think it's neat
they think that much of me."
Burtch said it's important to recognizchimeven through Facebook
because the first thing a student
can expect when they step onto
Van Horn's shuttle is a wann smile
and a kind hello.
"He makes you feel welcome."
Burtch said. "He is just a positive
person."
Van Horn said keeping positive
is important on a college campus
because students may be struggling with life and maintaining an
optimistic outlook.
"I often tell a student that sleeping is number five on the list," he
said with a laugh. "Class, studying,
a job and a social life come first
with these kids, and I see how tired
they are.... I try giving them a break
in the few minutes I have to talk
with them."
While he likes to talk with students and give advice on certain
life questions, the conversations
don't get too deep or personal, he
said. His main priority is just talking with the student and hearing
about their fun college endeavors,
which he enjoys very much.
"I like when students come show
me their first tattoo mid I say, does
dad know about that yet?' And
they look ashamed and say 'oh no,'
and it cracks me up," he said.
Since taking his post as shuttle
driver, Mr. Rich—as students have
come lo know him — has become
a positive fixture at the University
by maintaining his trademark
shuttle grin and upbeat conversation. And even though he drives
the same route day in and day out,
he manages to look forward to
going to work every day.
"I like that I'm popular with the
students because the bottom line
is, it's all about them," he said.
"When 1 drive, I think 1 could be
driving the next president, doctor or lawyer, and it makes me
fed important. I love everything
about this University, from sports
to administration, and I couldn't
ask for more."

~-
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IN THE FLESH: Author Thomas Mullen
filled a room in Otscamp last night as he
discussed the background of his book
"The Last Town on Earth." this year's
BGeXperience book selection.
BCN10HMAN I tHEBGNtWS

COUNCIL
From Page 1

out very clearly" on the ordinance dealing with residents and
the upkeep of their property.
Peirce said he has a neighbor who does not take care
of the property, with garbage
littering the outside, parts of
the home are only partially
painted and nothing has been
done since July.
Peirce said his neighbor
is a habitual offender of this
ordinance and he would like
to see stiffer fines for repeat
offenders.
Council member of Ward two,

SHARE
From

A program called CopySense
is being used by ITS to find students illegally sharing files.
How the program works is,
copyright owners submit a digital signature of their copyrighted
material, such as a song or movie,
and when a file is downloaded
on campus, if that file matches
up with a digital signature, that
file is flagged as an illegal download, Haschak said.
ITS has run into a few problems with the program so far.
One problem ITS is working
Oil involves some students who
were brought up to a level two
violation Immediately after their
level one violation ended, said
Brian Crime, IT'S information
security analyst.
"If you are on a level one your
Internet is blocked for 24 hours.

FALCON FACTS

lohn Zanfardino, who heads
the Community Improvement
Committee, said lie wants to look
at the issue and see what can be
doneMayor
lohn
Quinn
announced Barbara Ruland as
the new Executive Director of
the Main Street Organization
last night.
Although she only received
the position late last week she
already has plans to try and
update the Web site and other
related items.
"It's a great and vital organization that does a lot of events.
We are looking for new ways to
promote downtown and make
it attractive," Ruland said.
but your peer-to-peer is still
not blocked and that's a problem we've found with the system and the vendors are working to get that resolved," Grime
said. "I lovvever, in the meantime
what is happening after they are
getting the level one and their
lntemet is Mocked, their peer-topeer is still active. So, in that 24
hours they can get bumped to a
level two."
ITS has been working with
students to help them properly
uninstall peer-to-peer programs
and has reset any individuals
back to a level one if they have
experienced a problem getting
rid of their peer-to-peer program,
1 laschak said.
Another problem US ran into
early on was with users of World
ofWarcraft, Haschak said.
"Users ofYVbrld ofWarcraft can
receive updates and so forth over
peer-to-peer programs and it's
not copyrighted material and

in 1940 the senior

FINANCE
From Page I

sign that the credit markets
are gradually returning to a
healthier state.
The improvement in lending
rates helped temper concerns
that tight credit will contribute
to a prolonged recession, but
Bernanke still warned that the
economy is likely to be "weak
for several quarters, and with
some risk of a protracted slowdown."
But he also told the House
See FINANCE |
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there was a problem with die
program identifying it as such,"
Haschak said.
Students have been notified by TTS about the issue and
their raised level has been reset.
Haschak said.
If students are using a peer-topeer program to download free
and legal applications, then they
should not lose their Internet,
Haschak said.
"If it is determined to be copyrighted then ICopySensel will
bring it up for us," Haschak said.
"If the person is doing it and it is
not considered illegal or copyrighted then we won't see it. V\e
don't see every download going
on, just the ones that resonate as
a copyrighted material."
Ionian Jones, computer consultant for RCC, said RCC deals
with many of the student complaints and initially students were
See SHARE | Pane 5

9racluating

rnnrnrroTiirr; class buried a time capsule under

runrnttaiurr a tree on campus. When was this
time capsule to be opened?

Registration begins for:
Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

Guest Students

1960 (BG's 50th

a) Anniversary)

October 20
October 22
October 28
November 4
November 12
November 18
November 24

I

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
tOIUnMrttlyrM

372-0943

Arts £ Sciences

205 MmMstratton Building

372-2015

Business Administration

371 Busmen AommtHlMn Buikkng

372-2747

Education & Human Development

365 Eduoliotl Building

372-7372

Health & Human Services

102 Hearth Center

372-8242

Musical Arts

103! Mowe Musical Am Building

372-2181

Technology

102 Technology BulMing

372-7581

Firelands

101 West Building

372-0676

CONTEST RULES:
— Look tor a new question on BGSU trivia
every week in the BGNews
— Submit an answer on BGNews.com
before Saturday each week
For each correct answer
you receive points
After Thanksgiving Break, the person
with the most points will be announced
WINNER GETS:
,tj(T- A one time $500 shopping spree at
SBX (not including textbooks)
-T- Must be spent before winter break

LAST WEEKS the first building to be
n ii completed for use on the
university campus was
fcamsJjaJU> c) Moseley Hall
b) UniversityHall fj) Hanna Hall

Register using My. BGSU.ed U
To find your exact registration day and time,
go to the Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

(50 years from

Mil"burial date)

h \1985 (BG's 75th fl 12015 (75 years from
u
/Anniversary)
'burial date)

FI
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS

r\1990

BGSU.

OfAca of registration and Records

110 Admin ist rat ton Building
RtOtUiaten rtotan«419-372-4444

CAMPUS
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USG offers suggestions
to revamp Code
of Student Conduct
By India Humor
Reporter

For nearly a half hour, members of Undergraduate Student
Government offered suggestions
to improve the current Code
of Student Conduct during last
night's meeting
Each year, The Code of Student
Conduct goes under review,
headed by the Vice President
for Student Affairs Ed Whipple.
During last night's open forum
Michael Ginsburg, Associate Dean
of Students, asked USG members
for their input on improving the
current Code.
"We want students involved in
the process," Ginsburg said.
Many USG members shared
their opinions as requested by
Ginsburg.
Senator-At-Large
Johnnie I. lewis suggested creating a shorter version of the Code
of Student Conduct.
"I suggest maybe offering an
abbreviated version, because
many students don't want a
run around," Lewis said. "They
want information short and to
the point."
To illustrate a point, Ginsburg
asked how many members have
read the entire Code of Student
Conduct. While the majority of USG members raised their
hands, Ginsburg believes many
University students have not read
the Code of Conduct entirely and
some USG members agreed.
Education senator Jessica
Molina said copies of the book
should be placed in campus hotspots to increase awareness.
"I suggest making it available
in more places like Residence
Hall lounges, for example,"
Molina said.
Another idea offered included
creating a logo for students to
more readily recognize the Code
of Student Conduct, especially
since many off-campus students
are unaware that the Code applies

GET A LIFE-

i

U-Wire

to them as wel).
"Traditionally, off-campus students don't have strong relationships with the surrounding community," said Organization Liaison
Rob Emmelhainz.
Other tips offered by USG
members are to possibly re-name
the book, include table tents in the
Union, have a section regarding
the Code in Stall Talk, making the
document more visually appealing and training Resident Advisors
to share the book more thoroughly
with their residents.
"I know when I was a freshman
the Code of Student Conduct was
kind of thrown at me and not really explained fully," Chief of Staff
Nicole I -i ali; in lie said.
Having various leaders of student organizations talk to their
members about the Code was
brought up as well.
"The Code of Student Conduct
does apply to student organizations, and 1 don't know how
many students know this,"
Ginsburg said.
Members also suggested clearing up confusing, ambiguous
wording.
"There seems to be some jargon,"
Eratianne said.
But Ginsburg said some of
the wording is written broadly
intentionally.
"Codes arc written ambiguously
to cover broad areas," Ginsburg
said, lie used an example of physical violence being defined as anything from slapping a student to
beating them up so severely that
the>r need to be hospitalized.
Review of the Code of
Student Conduct will happen
in two weeks.

Education Bldg

11 a.m. - 4 p.m
V3: Variations in Vision &
Video
Willard Wankelman Gallery, Fine
Arts Center

/-9:15 p.m.
Soldier's Story: Politics and
war

12 -1 p.m.
Weight Watchers at Work
316 Union

2 - 5 p.m.
Sweetest Day/Domestic
Violence Info/Sales
Union Table Space

3 - 4 p.m.
Budgets: Making the Most
of Your Money

206 Union - Theater

8 - 9 p.m.
The Cowboy Astronomer

31S Union - Margaret Meilink

112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg

Teach for
America
organizationputs
education first
By Nkolr Alv.ir.uio

Outdoor Space - Area West of

Son J 6* [Mi ol v*m* <tkm fcom fwmbjtucdu

THE PRICE IS RIGHT FOR SISTERS OF PHI MU

John
Waynick
USG
President

12-3 p.m.
Equal Exchange Sales

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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COME ON DOWN: Last evening the Phi Mu sorority held the
2nd Annual "Puce is Right" fundraiser. All the donations from the
contestants went to the Children's Miracle Network.

UTguaranteesfullrideto hard workers
By Joe Griffith
U-Wire

The public school students
of Ohio's sjx largest cities are
targeted by a new enrollment
program known as the "UT
Guarantee."
Students who meet the eligibility requirements are guaranteed 100 percent full tuition
and student general fees at the
University of Toledo.
"We're trying to make sure
that students within these
urban communities realize
at a very young age, regardless of their families' financial
situation, that they have every
reason to work hard because
they can attend the University
of Toledo regardless [of J if they
have any money or not," said
Larry Burns, vice president of
external affairs.
These public school students
must meet eligibility requirements before they can receive
the Blue and Gold Scholar
Award offered under the UT
Guarantee. These requirements include: applying for
admission before Ian. 5, 2009,
filing for a Free Application for
Federal Student Aid by April 1,
2009, displaying eligibility for

a Pell Grant and retaining a
"We, right now, are
minimum high school GPA of
3.0 or higher.
an institution that
"Higher education, in my
opinion and the opinion of
is progressing and
the president, has a very serious responsibility, particu- growing very nicely."
larly a school like ours, which
is slate funded, to create pro- Larry Burns | VP of External Affairs
grams that make the univerDo to the proximity of IPS,
sity accessible, obtainable and
desirable," Bums said.
UT has had relatively signifiAccording to Kevin Kucera, cant success in enrollment of
associate vice president for the students from Toledo, he said.
"I'm seeing the potential for
division of enrollment services, UT enrolled 3,100 freshmen 75 to 100, first year at least,
in the fall of 2007. This fall, 75 to 100 new students that
3,900 freshmen were enrolled. would come in via this proFrom those 3,900 freshmen, gram," Kucera said.
280 came from Toledo Public
The previous growth and
Schools, and 127 of those stu- future success of UT is the
dents held at least a 3\0 GPA in base principal for which
the program will manage to
high school, he said.'
"As we looked at that growth, economically support itself.
we found something relatively Burns said.
surprising, and that is that we
"We. right now, are an instihave not drawn well from the tution that is progressing and
five other urban cities |in Ohio] growing very nicely," he said.
"Institutions that are successbeyond Toledo," Kucera said.
Of the 3,900 freshmen ful at growing, be it a univerenrolled at UT this year, a sity or a company, are in a
combined 59 students with a much better position to start
3.0 GPA or higher came from new programs than if you're
Akron, Cincinnati, Cleveland, declining. So this program will
Columbus and Dayton, basically be funded by continued enrollment growth."
Kucera said.

The 2005 National Assessment
of Educational Progress reported that fourth-graders growing
up in low-income communities are already three grade
levels behind high-income
community peers. About 50
percent of them won't graduate high school, and those who
do will perform on average at
an eighth-grade level. Only one
in 10 of those will graduate
college.
Teach for America, started
in 1990 as an offshoot of ail
undergraduate thesis by a
Princeton student, is a nonprofit organization focused
on improving the equality of
education in the U.S. It is a
two-year program that sends
college graduates into public
schools in low-income communities in order to insure that
all students are receiving educational opportunities, regardless of socioeconomic status.
"What we need to do is redistribute the economic wealth,"
said lonathan Chatham, one
of the five campus campaign
coordinators for thcTexasA&M
Teach for America branch. "We
see this as a moral imperative. People who earn more
get a much better education
and there's just no justification for that at all. Every school
district should have equal
opportunities for an excellent
education."
Although the group is a
national effort, colleges across
the U.S. often have a campus
branch that works in conjunction with the parent organization. Teach for America Week
will kick off Monday al 8 a.m.
with an informational rally in
Rudder Plaza. It will wrap up
with a school supply drive on
Thursday and Friday.
Nate Snow, class of 2007 and
former member of the Corps
of Cadets, was stationed in
Connecticut after graduating in May. I le said Teach for
America is a good place to
develop and fine-tune leadership skills, an aspect in which
Texas A&M prides itself.
"One of our nation's most
embarrassing failures and the
millions of children ii affects
are calling out," Snow said. "It
only makes sense that with an
institution as steeped in tradition as A&M is, we would
recognize and honor one of
our most cherished traditions
once again: selfless service to
our country."
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8 d n. - 9 p.m
Exhibit #4: "Clay Club"
130 and 131 Union-Gallery Space

8 a.m. - '1 pm
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

10 a.m. - 2 p.m
BG Fencing Club
Union Table Space

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Regalia Sale
In Front of the Bookstore

5 - 6 p.m.
Explore Careers: How to
Clarify Career Choices
117 Olscamp

7:30 p m.
Tuesday Night Film Series:
Shadow of a Doubt

Flu Shots will be offered by
the Student Health Service again this year to
BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses, alumni and retirees. In addition to
being offered at the Student Health Service beginning October 14 they will
be given at the following locations throughout campus:

Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall
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health service
WELLNESS CONNECTION

1

rPlease have your University ID ready.

23

$

payable by cash, check, credit card
(Visa, Mastercard, Discover), or BG1 Card.
In order to bill insurance you MUST bring a
photocopy of the FRONT and BACK ol your
current insurance card.

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '09 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
(419)352-0717

•

445 Iv.YVooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402 • www.greenbriarrentals.com
LEASING BEGINS OCTOBER 23,2008
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"It's a privilege driving the kids around. I get to watch the freshmen
come irrand then see them graduate. It's an honor."
- Rich Van Horn, University shuttle driver [see story, pg. 1],

THE bT RCCT

I the Cable Guy"
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Since'Joe the Plumber'is taken, what would your job title be?
"Emily the Chief
Buyer."

"Courtney the

"Bob the Builder."

I*

Coolest."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
ELLIS DYSART.
Freshman,
Education

COURTNEY
STEINMAN.
Sophomore. Education

MASON COHLEY,
Freshman,
German

EMILY LOGAN.
Junior.
Tourism/Event Planning

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

University
just trying to
protect students
It's important to understand that the University is
not covering its own butt by
implementing a policy for
file sharing software users.
They're covering YOUR
butt.
Some students were
rudely welcomed back from
Pall Break last week by a 24hour Internet ban |see story
on page 11. Whether it was
their Limewire that automatically opened or their
World of Warcraft programs
that caused the temporary
Internet suspension, it took
many students by surprise.
But the handful of angry
students doesn't come close
>o the outrage caused by 658

cease and desist notices,
each wielding a potential
S3.000 lawsuit to University
students.
So maybe ITS could have
advertised the new policy
better. Maybe. But maybe
students
should
have
obeyed copyright laws in
the first place. Besides, a
24-hour Internet ban would
probably launch campus
into productivity — no
Facebook, no YouTube, no
online poker.
In this instance, the
University may be imposing on its students' Internet
freedom a bit. But like a Big
Brother, it's only trying to
protect its students.

Obama will help Joe j
the Plumber'
Center, under Obama's proposal
any individual making between
^K. M^B.. .
V
$227,000 and $603,000 will pay
SEAN
an average income tax bill that
LUTZNANN
is $12 higher than what tlicy're
COLUMNIST
already paying. Anyone making
V
H_
less than $227,000 will actually
have their taxes cut on average
anywhere from $2,789 to $567
Last week in I lolland, Ohio, a
(depending on their income).
man by the name of Samuel
So what's the big difference
Joe Wurzelbachcr (aka "loe
then between Sen. lohn McCain's
the Plumber*) confronted Sen.
tax policies
Barack Obama
about his
"When you look into and Obama's?
The answer —
tax policies.
Claiming that
in short, is that
the
facts
and
make
a
because he
the rich will
had saved up
receive much
few
key
assumptions,
after years of
larger after-tax
working long
(net) income
you'll
find
that
days at his job,
under the
Republican's
he's now in
Wurzelbacher's
fear
the financial
proposal,
position to buy of a higher tax burden while me
the company
middle class
he currently
(I.e. plumbis
unfounded."
works for.
ers), including
Because
anyone makthe business brings in between
ing less than $ 112,000 a year per
individual, will receive much
$250,000 to $280,000 a year,
Wurzelbacher asked why he
smaller after-tax income compared to what they would see
should be punished with the
higher tax rate he would have to
from the Democratic candidate's
pay under Obama's tax proposals plan. Eidier way though, under
(from 36 percent to 39 percent).
no circumstance do taxes on
This sounds like a legitimate
those making less than a quarter
of a million dollars go up.
question, but when you look
So the key assumption here
into the facts and make a few
key assumptions, you'll find that
is that loe the plumber will not
pocket the entire $250,000 to
Wurzelbacher's fear of a higher
tax burden is unfounded.
$280,000 profit the company
Just to clarify here, according
■ LUTZMAN
to the non-partisan Tax Policy

"J

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

MICHAEL WEIGMAN I 1HEBGNEWS

What is the deal with 'Joe the Plumber?

"loe (be 1'lumlK'r" is having the
best week ever.
1 jteralry. VII1 s" Best Week Ever"
declared that loe Wurzelbacher's
entrance into the politic.nl landscape made him the most deserving of the title.
When Sen. Barack Obama visited Toledo last Sunday, he traveled
to a neighborhood in the subiirh of I lolland. During this visit.
Obama met Wurzelbacher, who

expressed concern that Obama's
economic plan would raise his
taxes on the plumbing business
he planned to buy.
Obama was scrutinized by
the media for his response to
Wurzelbachcr, in which he stated
that he wanted to "spread the
wealth" of taxpayers and businesses making more than
$250,000 annually, a statement
that lead many to believe that
Obama was promoting socialism by "redistributing" taxpayers'
incomes to others.
While Obama's comment
has caused controversy, it is
Wurzelbacher who became the
hot topic for the media. During
the debate on Wednesday,

"During the debate on Wednesday, John
McCain brought up Wurzelbacher's name in
an effort to criticize Obama s proposed tax
plans. "Joe the Plumber" was mentioned a
total of 23 times during the evening."
Sen. John McCain brought up
Wurzelbacher's name in an effort
to criticize Obama's proposed tax
plans, "loe the Plumber" was
mentioned a total of 23 times
during the evening.
The McCain campaign used
Wuftelbacher's apparent situation
as an example of how Obama's

plan will hurt small businesses and
their owners. I lis story gave a face
to the opposition against Obama.
However, it turns out that "Joe
die Plumber" is not a licensed
plumber in Ohio or Michigan.
b,c PIETROWSKI | Page 5

Obama will hurt the rich and Joe the Plumber'
"This had to be the happiest day of my life.
Obama was no longer hiding his socialist
economic policies."
In last week's presidential
debate. Sen. John McCain
was all but relentless on continually bringing up "|oc the
Plumber." As many people
believe McCain was beating a dead horse — the true
question is... Should we be
scared?
All roads lead to yes.
"|oe the Plumber," aka Joe
Wurzelbacher, asked Sen.
Barack Obama at a campaign
stop, "Your new tax plan is
going to tax me isn't it?"
Ohama calmly respond-

ed, "It's not that I want to
punish your success, I just
want to make sure that everybody who is behind you, that
they've got a chance for success too. My attitude is that if
the economy's good for folks
from the bottom up, it's going
to be good for everybody ...
1 think when you spread the
wealth around, it's good for
everybody."
Excuse me? This had to be
the happiest day of my life.
Obama was no longer hiding his socialist economic
policies.

I guess it's better than him
trying to hide his agenda and
voting history like he did with
the Infanticide Bills. But hey,
I'm not hounding his murderous pro-choice stance,
just YouTube his infanticide
stance sometime.
Obama has been recently
drilling the fact that he "will
lower all taxes for 95 percent
of the population". It's a nice
sales pitch, but over one-third
of Americans already do not
pay any form of income tax.
Obama is planning on
using his "wealth redistribu-

tion" to keep the American
economy relying on the top
5 percent of Americans who
have succeeded. I suppose he
will just propose one of the
largest tax hikes on the top 5
percent in history. Oh wait, he
already has. I'd have to think
Obama has been reading too
much by the all too popular
Karl Marx.
Obama has decided to punish the most successful in our
nation. A popular analogy is
actually that of the school
setting. There are students in
each classroom, some work
harder than others. Some students sit back, do nothing,
and still expect to succeed.
There are the students who
will always be in the fniddle
SeePELLECK|Page5

■ E-mail us at thenewsc§>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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LUTZMAN
From Page 4

will make in a year as his own
personal income. In fact, he's
indicated as such on the many
interviews he's since had after his
name was mentioned so many
times at the last Presidential
debate. He's now not so much
worried about himself personally being taxed at a higher rate,
but rather over the principle of
the matter that the people who
have succeeded financially in
our society and have made good
money (say, a quarter of a million dollars) are seemingly being
punished for their success by
paying a higher tax rate.
That's one way to look at it.
Another way is to see that this
country is going to be more than
$10 trillion in the red by the time
the new President takes office.
There are three ways to deal
with that:
I. Dramatically cut government spending on programs
like infrastructure development
(at a time when our bridges and

levies are collapsing), education,
Medicare, Social Security, and/or
Defense.
2. Dramatically increase taxes
on everyone to the point where
40 percent of all of our incomes
are going to the IRS.
3. Moderately reduce spending in some areas of the budget
and moderately raise taxes for
some income groups that can
more comfortably bear a higher
tax burden.
It's not about punishing the
rich, it's about helping the low
and middle class in this country who are really struggling
in this economy by keeping
their taxes low and maintaining the government services
they've come to depend on (i.e.
bridges, Medicare, financial aid
for college).
When you think about it,
Obama's tax proposal helps
small businesses, like the one
")oe the Plumber" wants to own,
much more than McCain's, as it
puts more money in the pockets
of his middle-class customers. So
even though it may take a slightly higher percentage of income

integral role in the debate, and it
appears irresponsible to spend so
much time on the ideals of "loe
From Page 4
the Plumber," when the situation
reports in The Toledo Blade, Wurzdhachcr presented to Obama
while Wurzelbacher works for the seems little more than a pipe dream
AW. Newell plumbing company in (no pun intended).
Wurzelbacher should not be
the Toledo suburb of Ottawa 1 (ills,
he is not licensed to actually do any criticized for asking a legitimate
question to a presidential candiplumbing work himself.
Wurzelbacher said that he spoke date about his future plans. The
to the owner of AW. Newell about truth about his working situation
buying the business six years ago, and income do not make him any
but that no plans were made since less of a concerned voter than anyhis luring In lact. at the moment, one eLse. He did not know that he
given Wurzelbacher's current would become so integral to the
income, it appears that he would. debate, so 1 do not blame him for
benefit l>y Obama's proposed not admitting this up front.
I feel that the McCain campaign
tax cuts to those making under
should have considered these facts
$250,000 annually.
The story about Wurzelbachcr's atom Wurzelbacher Wore claimemployment situation broke after ing that Obama's tax hike plans
McCain spoke extensively about would hann him. It Is true that
his "friend'' loe (who he did not if Wurzelbacher buys the business
meet before the debate), and the and exceeds the threshold for tax
McCain campaign should have cuts, Obama's plan would require
looked into the truth behind him to pay higher taxes. This is a
Wurzelbachcr's situation before valid point for McCain's campaign
using him as a reason to tear down to make.
However, when I look at
Obama's economic plans.
It seems radier haphazard Wurzelbachcr's present situation,
to not l<x)k into the background and see that he would benefit
of Wurzelbacher beyond what from Obama's tax cut, I find it difhe told Obama when he visited ficult to understand why McCain
Wurzclbacher's house last Sunday, is making such an example out of
"loe the Plumber" played such an Wurzelbacher. To me, the reality of

PIETROWSKI

from this country's millionaires
— who by and large concentrate
their wealth in certain areas of
the country — according to ABC
News, mainly in the North East.
California, and Florida, Obama's
plan will undoubtedly do more
to help those who are struggling in today's economy than
McCain's, which is really just a
bnished up version of Bush's
economic platform of lower
taxes for the rich, and hopes that
those tax cuts will trickle down to
the middle class and the working-class of this country.
Obama is approaching this
from a different angle, trusting
that when you put more money
in the hands of the working class
majority of this country, the
supply-side of our economy will
benefit from the higher level of
spending.
Now that's the kind of change
this country really needs, a rising
tide that will truly lift all boats,
not just the yachts.
-Respond to Sean at
tlwnews@bgnews.com.
"loe the Plumber" does not fit into
McCain's campaign ideals as neatly
•as it seems.
Bather than trying to justify a
dream, the McCain campaign
should have realized the reality of Wurzelbacher's situation
before making an example out of
Wurzelbacher's time with Obama.
Wurzelbacher's questioning of
Obama shows the importance of
not taking political sound bites at
lace value, as a voter or a politician.
The economic worries of
Americans, such as "|oe the
Plumber," should be discussed
and examined by the candidates
and voters. It is important to voters to decide for themselves what
flbania meant by "spreading the
wealth," and I hope that all voters
will kxik at more than this comment or McCain's use of "loe the
Plumber" in the debate when milking their decision whether to support Senators Obama or McCain.
Still, political campaigns should
peel away all of the layers of an
onion and discover the tnith about
their chosen poster children before
latching onto a specific ideal.

because it may just be an illusion.
-fts/w/irf to Manslitt at
tlienews@bgiwati.com.

tfSimprAdventure™1

Internships

Spring 2009

Internship opportunities in Germany, England, Italy, Belgium,
and the U.S. (Florida and Hawaii) in child development centers
and school-age programs.
• Living stipend of $2,600 for 17 weeks.
• Housing and travel are paid.
■ Build your resume related to work with children & youth.
• Network with one of the world's largest employers - the Dept of Defense
• Earn 12 hours of undergraduate or graduate credit.
• Eligible to apply for AmeriCorps'ProCorps Educational Award funding.

Email Sunn Edglnton at iusin.edginton@uni.edu
In the subject line, write INTERNSHIP-BG/DA.
Include a brief description ol prior experience with
children and Inriuos your major, yew in school, and
phone number.

PELLEK
From Page 4

of the road, but they do try.
And then, of course, there are
the students who excel, putting everything into it. The
students who excel and push
their limits will have to make
sacrifices and often times
go through hardships before
they see end results.
However.'if Obama was the
teacher, he would be propos-

SHARE
From Page 2

upset about the policy, but many
now understand why these measures were taken.
"It seemed like lots were upset
and yelling obscenities at first,
but now a lot have realized what
they were doing was illegal and
have removed the programs,"
Jones said. "I thought it would be
a lot more negative, but I think a
lot of students have realized the
ramifications of it."
Freshman Adam lletcher.who
also found out he lost his Internet
when he got back from Fall Bleak,
was not happy about it.
"I restarted my computer and
Umewire automatically came
up" Fletcher said. "I wasn't even
downloading anything, but
someone was sharing my files."
He said this policy will deler
him from file sharing on campus,
but not at home.
"1 uninstalled it because I know
I will have die same problem
again if 1 don't," Fletcher said. "I
will just reinstall it when 1 go
home and use it then."
Jones said peer-to-peer programs don't slow the network
down too much because the
University uses a package shaper.
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ing that he just take all of
the grades and average them.
Each student would be given
the average of the class. This
is completely socialist, as the
students who earned their "A"
spot in the class would have
to settle with just a mediocre
pay-off, such as a "C", after
pulling forth everything.
A vote for Obama is a vote
for "wealth redistribution," a
vote for hindering the middle
and upper class, a vote punishing the successful, and a
A package shapei prioritizes
sites by their purpose and allocates bandwidth to those sites
accordingly, lones said. Meaning
that educational Web sites gel
first priority followed by other
Web sites, chatting and gaming
applications, and lastly peer-topeer programs.
Haschak said the University
put a package shaper in place
several years ago because peerto-peer programs were taking up
too much bandwidth.
"Back in 2001, the peer-to-peer
applications were inundating
our bandwidth," Haschak said.
"At that point there were times
when we would find five computers running peer-to-peer
software and they wen' consuming the majority of our bandwidth."
Cindy Fuller, ITS director of
communications, said e-mails
were sent out to the entire campus, an ad was placed in The
BG News and there was a first
year success series program for
students to leant about the new
policy ahead of time.
Fletcher said he did not hear
about the policy until after he got
back from Fall Break.
"I heard they gave out fliers over
Fall Break, but 1 didn't get one
until I got back"

vote encouraging pointless
earmarks. He can keep his
views that "empower the
powerless" using our money,
I'm still not into communism.
After the American people
realize he's all talk and no
game, the Bepublican party
won't even have to talk about
his undying love for Bill Ayers
and leremiah Wright.
■Respond to Jamie at
theneuis@bgnetus.com.

FINANCE
From Paqe 2

Budget Committee that a
fresh round of government
measures might help ease the
country's economic weakness.
There were no details but the
White House said it was open
to ideas that Congress might
put forth.
"The market liked what
Bemanke had to say, and there
were hints that he's leaving the
door open for further moves in
terms of rate cuts or economic
stimulus," said Ryan Larson,
head of equity trading at
Voyageur Asset Management.
"And, with credit easing in slow
baby steps, the market has.
started to realize that this is
going to be a process."
Wall Street was also sifting
through the first of hundreds
of earnings reports expected
this week, seeking clues about
future business conditions.
Amongthose reporting, oilfield
services provider Halliburton
Co. topped estimates, and CEO
Dave Lesar told investors and
analysts in a conference call,
"We expect that any major macroeconomic disruptions will
ultimately correct themselves."

You open the paper everyday, what
would you like to see? This is your
paper, we just print it!
Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to suggestions@bgviews.com!
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"It's a privilege driving the kids around. I get to watch the freshmen
come irrand then see them graduate. Its an honor.

^>

- Rich Van Horn, University shuttle driver [see story, pg. 1].
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Since Joe the Plumber'is taken, what would your job title be?
"Courtney the

"Bob the Builder."

"Emily the Chief
Buyer."

"Bill the Cable Guy"
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Coolest."
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Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
COURTNEY
STEINMAN.
Sophomore. Education

MASON CONLEY,
Freshman.
Gemwi

EMILY LOGAN.
Junior.
Tounsm/Evenl Planning

ELLIS DYSART.
Freshman.
Education

a question' Give us your
feedback at bqnewscom

STAFF EDITORIAL

University
just trying to
protect students
It's importam to understand thai the University is
not covering its own butt by
implementing a policj tor
tilr sharing software users.
They're covering YOUR
butt.
Some students wore
rudely welcomed back from
tail Break lasi week by a 24
hour Interne! ban |see story
on pane 11. Whether it was
their Limewire thai automatically opened or their
World ofWarcrafi programs
thai caused the temporary
Internet suspension, it took
many students by surprise.
Km the handful of angry
students doesn i come close
to the outrage caused by 658

cease

anil

desist

notices.

each wielding a potential
$3,000 lawsuit to University
students.
So maybe I is could have
advertised the new policy
hitter. Maybe lint maybe
students
should
have
obeyed copyright laws in
the first place. Besides, a
21 hour Inlet net ban would
probably launch campus
into productivity
no
Facebook, no YouTube, no
online poker.
In
this
instance,
the
University may be imposing on its Students' Internet
freedom a bit. Hut like a Dig
Brother, it's only trying to
protect its students.

eip Joe

MICHAtlWEIGMAN

at is the deal with Joe the Plumber?

the Plumber'
Center, under (Ibama's proposal
any indh idual making between
$227,000 and $603,000 will pay
an average income tax hill that
issu higher than "hat they're
already [laying. Anyone making

less than $227,000 will actually
I ast week in Holland. Ohio, a
man by the name of Samuel
|oe Wurzelbacher (aka "Joe
the Plumber") confronted Sen.
Barai kt Ibama
about his
tax policies.
Claiming thai
because he
had saved up
alter years ol

have their taxes cut on average
anywhere from S2.7IW to $:>()7
(depending on their income),
So what's the big difference
then between Sen. lohn \lc( ain's
tax policies
and Obama's?
rheanswet
in short, is that

"When you look into

the facts and make a

few key assumptions,

working long
days at his job,
he s now in

the financial
position to buy
the company
he currently

you'll find that
Wurzelbacher's fear
of a higher tax burden

"loc (he Plumber" is having the
best week ever.
literally. VII I's'ltesl Week l\cr''
declared that loc Wur/clhaiiieis
entrance Into die political land
scape made him the most deserving ol (he title.
\\ lien Sen. Barack (Ibama visited [bledolasi Sunday, he traveled
to a neighborhood in the suburb ol Holland. During this visit.
ohama met Wurzelbacher, who

expressed concern thai Obamafc
economic plan would raise his
taxes on die plumbing business
he planned to buy.
Obama was scrutinized by
the media lor his response to
\\ urzdbacher, in which he stated
thai he wanted to "spread the
wealth'' of taxpayers and husi
nesses making more than
$250,000 annually, a statement
that lead many to believe that
Obama was promoting social
ism by "redistributing" taxpayers'

McCain brought up Wurzelbacher's name in
an effort to criticize Obama's proposed tax
plans. "Joe the Plumber" was mentioned a
total of 23 times during the evening."
Sen. lohn McCain brought up
Wurzelbacher's name in an effort
10 criticize (Ibama's proposed tax

incomes to others.

plans. "Joe the Plumber" was

While Obama's comment
has caused controversy, it is

mentioned a total of 23 limes
during the evening.
Hie McCain campaign used
WurzeJbacher's apparent situation
as an example of how Obama's

Wurzelbacher who became the
hot topic for the media. During
the debate on Wednesday,

plan will bun small htisincsvsand
their owners. I lis story gave a lace
to the opposition against (Ibama,
However, it turns out that "foe
the Plumber" is not a licensed
plumber in Ohio or Michigan.

PIETROWSKII Pane 5

the rich will
receive much
larger aftet tax
(net) income
under thi'

Republican's
proposal,
while the

Obama will hurt the rich and Joe the Plumber'

middle class

"This had to be the happiest day of my life.

ile. plumbers), including
anyone making less than $1 I2,000ayeai per

is unfounded."

works lor.
Because
the business brings in between
1250,000 to $280,000 a year,
Wurzelbacher asked why he
should be punished with the
higher tax rate he would have to
pay under Obama's tax proposals
(from i(i percent to 39 percent).
This sounds like a legitimate
question, hut when you look
Into the facts and make a few
key assumptions, you'll find thai
Wurzdbai tier's fear of a higher
tax burden is unfounded.
lust to clarify here, according
to the non-partisan Tax Policy

"During the debate on Wednesday, John

Obama was no longer hiding his socialist
economic policies."

individual, will receive much
smaller after-tax income compared to what they would see
from the Democratic candidate's

plan. Either way though, under
no circumstance do taxes on
those making less than a quarter
of a million dollars go up.
So the key assumption here
is that foe the plumber will not
pocket the entire $250,000 to
$280,000 profit the company
LUTZMAN Page 5

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewsGPbgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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Advertising: 204 West Hall [ Phone: (419) 372-2606

in last week's presidential
debate. Sen. lohn McCain
was all hut relentless on con
initially bringing up "foe the
Plumber." As many people
believe McCain was beating a dead horse — the true
question is... Should we be
scared'.'
All roads lead to yes.
"Joe the Plumber," aka loe
Wurzelbacher, asked Sen.
Barack Ohama at a campaign
stop, "Your new tax plan is
going to tax me isn't it?"
Obama calmly respond

eel, "It's not that I want to
punish your success, I just
want to make sure that ever]
body who is behind you, that
they've got a chance lor sue i ess inn My attitude is that if
the economy's good for folks
from the bottom up. it's going
to he good for everybody ...
I think when you spread the
wealth around, it's good lor
everybody.''
Excuse me? This had to be
the happiest day of my life.
Obama was no longer hiding his socialist economic
policies.

I guess it's better than him
trying to hide his agenda and
v citing history like he did with
the Infanticide Bills. But hey,
I'm not hounding his murderous pro-choice stance.
just YouTube his infanticide
stance sometime.
Obama has been recently
drilling the fact that he "vviil
lower all taxes for 95 percent
of the population". It's a nice
sales pilch, but over one-third
of Americans already do not
pay any form of income tax.
Ohama is planning on
using his "wealth redistribu-

tion" to keep the American
economy relying on the top
5 percent of Americans who
have succeeded. I suppose he
will just propose one of the
largest tax hikes on the top 5
pen cut in history. Oh wait, he
already has. I'd have to think
Obama has been reading too
much by the all too popular
Karl Marx.
Obama has decided to pun
ish the most successful in our
nation. A popular analogy is
actually that of the school
setting. There are students in
each classroom, some work
harder than others. Some students sit back, do nothing,
and still expect to succeed.
["here are the students who
will always he in the middle
SeePELLECK|Pacje5
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ie\ les are collapsing), education,
Medicare, Social Security, and/or
Defense.

From Page 4
will make in a year as his own
personal income, in fact, he's
Indicated as such on the many
Interviews he's since had after his
name was mentioned so mam
nines at the last Presidential
debate. I le!s now noi so much
worried about himsell person
ally being taxed at a higher rale,
bin rather over the principle of
the matter that the people who
have succeeded financially in
our society and have made good
money (say. a quarter of a million dollars) are seemingly being
punished for their success In
paying a higher tax rate.
That's one way to look al it
Another way is to see that this
country is going to be more than
$10 trillion in the red by the time
the new President lakes office,
there are three ways to deal
uith that:
I. Dramatically cut government spending on programs
like infrastructure development
(at a lime i\ hen our bridges and

PIETROWSKI
From Page 4
reports in I he Toledo Blade,
while Wurzdbachei works for the
A.U. Newell plumbing company in
the Toledo suburb oft Ittawa I Jills,
he is not licensed to actually A > am
plumbing work himself.
Wurzelbacher said thai he s|>okc
to the owner ol AAV Newell about
Iniying the business ~i\ years ago,
hut that no plans were made since
his lining, in fact, ai the moment,
given Wurzelbacher's current
income, il appears thai he would.
benefit by Obama's proposed
tax nils to those making under

$250,000 annually.
I he story about Wurzelbacher's
employment situation broke after
McCain spoke extensive!) about
his "friend" loe 'who he did not
meet before the debate:, and the
McCain campaign should have
looked into the truth behind
Wurzelbacher's situation before
using him as a reason to tear down
Obamas economic plans.
It seems rather haphazard
to noi look into the background
of Wurzelbacher beyond whai
he told Obatna when he visited
Wurzelbacher's house last Sunday.
"loe the Plumber" played such an

9

^

1. Dramatically increase taxes
on everyone to the point where
III percent of all of our incomes
are going lo the IKS.
3. Moderately reduce spend
ing in some areas of the budget
and moderately raise taxes fot
some income groups that can
more comfortably bear a higher
lax burden.
It's not about punishing the
rich, it's about helping the low
and middle class in this countiA who are really struggling
in this economy hy keeping
their taxes low and maintaining the government sen ices
they've come to depend on (i.e.
bridges, Medicare, financial aid
for college),
When you think about it.
(lhama's tax proposal helps
small businesses, like the one
"Joe die Plumber" wants to own,
much more than McCain's, as il
pills more money in (he pockets
of his middle class customers. So
even though it may take a slight
ly higher percentage i if inn ime

■Respond to Sean at
thenews@bgnews.com.

integral role in llie debate, and it
appears irresponsible to spend so
much time on the ideals of "Joe
the Plumber," when the situation
Wurzelbacher piesented to Obama
seems little more than a pipe dream
(no pun intended).
Uuivclb.K hci should not lie
criticized for asking a legitimate
question lo a presidential candi
date about his future plans. I he
mult about his working situation
and income do mil make him am
less of a concerned voter than any
one else He did mil know thai he
would become so integral to the
debate, so I do noi blame him for

loe the Plumber" does not lit into
McCains campaign ideals as neatlj
as il seems
Rather than trying to justify a
dream, the McCain campaign
should have realized the real
it\ of Wurzelbacher's situation
before making an example out ol
Uur/elliachcr's time with Obama

Wurzelbacher's questioning of
Obama shows the importance ol
not taking political sound bites al
face value, as a voter or a politician,

The economic worries ol
Americans, such as "joe the
Plumber,'' should be discussed
and examined h\ the candidates
and voters, li is important to voters to divide lor themselves what
Obama mean) by "spreading the
wealth." and I ho|ie that all voters
will look al more than this coin
meni or McCain's use of "(be the
Plumber" in the debate u hen making their decision whether to sup
port Senators (Ibama or McCain.
Still, political campaigns should
|>cel away all of the layers ol an
onion and discover the truth about
their chosen poster children before
latching onto a specific ideal,
bet ause it may jus) lie an illusii in.

not admitting this up front
I leel that die McCain campaign
should have considered ihese facts
about Uur/elbailiei before claim
ing thai Obama's lax hike plans
would harm him. it is mie that
il Wurzelbacher bins the business
and exceeds the threshold lor tax
mi-. Obama's plan would require
him lo pay higher laxes. lliis is a
valid poinl lor Md ains campaign
to make.
However, when I look al
Wiii/elbadiers present situation,
and see thai he would benefit
from Obamas tax cut, I find it difficult to understand why McCain
is making such an example out of
Wurzelbacher. lb me, thereaHtyol

*gmmprAdventure™
«i /Vl

from this country's millionaires
— who by and large concentrate
their wealth in certain areas of
the country
according to ABC
News, mainly in the North I ast,
California, and I lorida. Obama's
plan will undoubtedly do more
lo help those who are struggling in todays economy than
McCain's, which is really jusi a
brushed up version of Hush's
economic platform ol lower
taxes lor the rich, and hopes that
those lax cuts will trickle down to
the middle (lass and the working (lass of this country.
Obama is approaching this
from a different angle, trusting
thai when you put more money
in the hands of the working class
majority of this country, the
supply sideol our economy will
benefit from the higher level of
spending.
Now that's the kind of change
lliis country really needs, a rising
tide thai will truly lit! all boats,
not jusi the yachts.

._„ A J
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From Page 4
of the road, but they do try.
And then, ol course, there are
the students who excel, putting everything into it. Hie
Students Who excel and push
their limits will have lo make
sacrifices ,im\ often limes
go through hardships before
they see end results.
However, il Obama was the
teacher, he would lie propos-

ing thai lie just take all of
the grades and average them.
Each student would be given
the average ol the class. Ibis
is complete!) socialist, as the
students who earned their "A"
spot in the i lass would haw
to settle with just a medioi re
pa\ off, sut h as a i ". aftet
putting forth everything.
A vote for Obama is a vote
lor "wealth redistribution," a
vole for hindering the middle
and uppei i lass, a vote pun
ishing the successful, and a

SHARE

A package shaper prioritizes
sites by their purpose and allocates bandwidth to those sues
From Page 2
accordingly; lones said. Meaning
upset about the policy, but main
thai educational Web sites get
now understand why ihese mca
first priority followed In oilier
sines were taken.
Web siles. i bailing and gaming
Il seemed like lots were upset
applications, and lastly peei in
and yelling obscenities al first, peei programs.
but now a loi have realized whai
Ilaschak said the University
they were doing was illegal and
pul a pat kage shaper in place
have removed the programs," several years ago because peei
tones said." I thought ii would be lo-peer programs were taking up
a lot more negative, bin I ihink a
too much bandwidth.
loi ol students have realized the
"Back in 2001, the peer-to-peer
ramiflcadonsofii."
applications were inundating
I ashman Adam Fletcher, who
our bandwidth," Ilaschak said.
also found out he lost his Intemel "Ai thai poini there were times
when begot back hum I all Bleak, when we would find five com
was not happy about it.
puters running peer-to-peer
"I restarted my computer and
software and they wereconsum
l.iinewirc automatically came
ing the majority of our band
up.' I letchet said, i wasn't even width."
Cindy I tiller, I IS director ol
downloading anything, bui
someone was sharing my files."
communications, said e-mails
He said this policy will li.tci
were seni out to the entire cam
him bom file sharing on campus, pus. an ad was placed in file
Inn not ai home.
li(l News and there was a hist
"I iininsialled ii because I know
year success series program fot
I will have the same problem
students to learn about the new
again if I don't,'' I lelcher said i
policy ahead nl nine.
will just reinstall it when I go
Fletcher said he did not hear
home and use it then."
about the policy until after he got
lones said peer-to-peer pro
back from Fall Break
grams don'l slow the network
"I heard they gave out fliers ova
down too nine Ii because the
I all Break, bin I didn't get one
until I got back."
University uses a package shaper

ideas to suggestions@bgviews.com!
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budget Committee thai a
fresh round ot government
measures might help ease ihc
country s economic weakness.
I here were no details but the
White House said it was open
to ideas that Congress might
put forth.
I he market liked what
Bernankehad tnsav and there
were hints that he's leaving the
door open lor tun her mines n
terms oi rate cuts oi e< onomii
stimulus, said Ryan Larson.
head ot equity trading at
Voyageut Asset Management
"And, with credit easing in slow
baby steps, the market lias
stalled to realize that this is
going IO bea process."
Wall Street was also sitting
through the first ol hundreds
ol earnings reporis expected
this week, seeking clues about
future business conditions.
Amongthose reporting, oilfield
services provider Halliburton
Co. topped estimates, and! El /
Dave l.esar told investors and
analysts in a conference call
We expect thai any major mac
roeconomic disruptions will
ultimately correct themselves.

Send us your story suggestions and

Spring 2009
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paper, we just print it!
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would you like to see? This is your

•

• Living stipend ol S2.600 for 17 weeks
• Housing and travel are paid

■Respond to Jamie at
thenews@bgnews.com.

You open the paper everyday, what

Respondto Marisliaat
thenews@hfpieivs.coni

Internship opportunities in Germany, England. Italy, Belgium,
and the U.S. (Florida and Hawaii) in child development centers
and school-age programs.

vote encouraging pointless
earmarks. He can keep his
views that "empower the
powerless" using our money.
I'm still noi into communism.
After the American peopli
realize he's all talk and no
game, die Republican party
wool even have lo talk about
his undying love lor Hill Avers
and leremiah Wright

SPORTS
Remembering 1984

Ti^day, October 71.2008 6

SIDELINES

! FOOTBALL
Browns tight end
Winslow had
staph infection
Cleveland Browns tight end
Kellen Winslow. who spent
several days last week in the
hospital with an undisclosed
ailment, confirmed that he
had been suffering from a
staph infection.
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
PHOTO COURTESY Of BGSU ATHLETICS

News Sports Blog all week

NATIONAL CHAMPS: The 1984 BG hockey learn poses for a photo alter winning the national championship.

long for updates and info on
every fall sport. We'll also

Coach Jerry York recalls BG's magical run

continue our coverage of the
football team's preparation
for this weekend's game at

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Northern Illinois.

Jerry
York
Currently coaches

www.bgnewssports.com

1984 means different things to
different people.
But for hockey coach Jerry York,
that year carries only one meaning, and it doesn't have anything
to do with the title of George
Orwell's novel.
Nor does it matter to him that
the first Apple Macintosh computer went on sale Uiat year or
that Ronald Reagan defeated

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Volleyball:
at Cleveland State; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1979-OzzieNewsome
begins his NFL streak of 150
consecutive game receptions.

By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

Red Sox hits his famous 12th
m Game 6 of the World Series.
1911—Manitoba.
• Saskatchewan and Alberta
Unions form the Western
Canada Rugby Football Union.

The List
The Mid-American
Conference has been known
; for its quarterbacks over the
; years, and this season is no
exception. Today, we list the
! top five QBs in the MAC:
! 1. Tim Hiller: Hiller has
I been on fire all season for
| Western Michigan. He has
i passed for over 2,500 yards

Walter Mondale by carrying 49
states in the Electoral College to
earn a second presidential term.
What is important for York
is that in 1984, he won his first
and perhaps his most valuable
national championship.

See YORK | Page 7

Women's soccer has shutout streak halted by Chippewas

1975—Carlton Fisk of the
inning homer to beat the Reds

No. 1-ranked
Boston College

"The first one is very, very special because it gives you that
sense of 'Here's how things
should be done.'" said York, who
coached BGSU's only Division I
Championship team in school
history.
BG's hockey team beat
Minnesota-Duluth, 5-4, in four
overtimes on March 24, 1984 in
Lake Placid, N.Y.

The streak has ended for the BG
women's soccer team.
After recording five consecutive shutouts, good for a school
record, the Falcons gave up
two second-hall goals to MidAmerican Conference leader
Central Michigan on Friday and
were not able to manufacture any
goals of their own.
Ranked second in the MAC
coming into Friday's match,
BG was looking to knock off
top-ranked CMU, but instead
was held scoreless on the offensive end, which translated Into
their second conference loss of
the season.
CMU turned in a dominating
offensive performance in the
match holding a 27-7 advantage
in total shot attempts and also
having the upper-hand in shots
on goal, 10-2.

"We actually played really well
the first 20 to 25 minutes," said
BG coach Andy Richards.
"I thought we were in good
shape after the first half," he said,
knowing coming into the match
that the first team to score a goal
would likely gain the victory.
Unfortunately for BG, the
Chippewas came out ahead
in that respect, getting a goal
early on in the second half and
netting another roughly ten
minutes later.
On Sunday, BG was again on the
road, taking on Eastern Michigan,
also ranked in the top-half of the
conference, but were unable to
re-group after Friday's loss.
"That surprised me to be honest, I thought that we would be
able to come back and rebound,"
Richards said.
The team put together a strong
ETHAN MAGOC i THE BG NEWS

See SOCCER | Page 7
BIG DISPARITY: In Fridays match. Centra) Michigan outshot BG 27-7 and had eight more shots on goal

| and 25 TDs.

; 2. Nate Davis: Ball
I State's offensive leader
\ accounts for 269 yards per
j game by himself.

!3. Drew Willy: Any of

Football notes: Falcons looking to
regroup with Huskies on the horizon

; Buffalo's offensive success can

By Andrew Harnar

i be traced to Willy, who passes

Assistant'Sports Editor

j for an average of 247 yards

11.671 yards and 11 touchowns

Two weeks ago, the BG football
team lost to Eastern Michigan
following an inconsistent offensive performance and plenty of
penalties.
This weekend, the same thing happened, but this time, the team was
facing Miami.
With the next game on the schedule an away contest at Northern
Illinois, coach Gregg Brandon has a
lot of preparations to make during
the week.

I through the air.

Penalties, penalties,

I per game.

: 4. Dan LeFevour:
Central Michigan's QB can
; beat you with his arm or his
■ legs He's passed for 1.577
[ yards and ran for 304.

; 5. Tyler Sheehan:
; BG's man under center has
j come on as of late, and has

TOWGUTIflWEZ | AP PHOTO
OFF TO REHAB: Jones has entered an akohol treatment program through the NFL.

CHRISTINA MCGWNIS

THEBCNEWC

FLAGGED: The Fakons will look to cut down on their penalties this weekend at NIU.

penalties

following the loss to Eastern two
weeks ago, Brandon pointed out
the team had 85 yards in penalties. However, it got worse against
Miami, when the team committed
a total of 101 yards in penalties.
"There was 100 yards in field
position which we-lost in this past
game," quarterback Tyler Sheehan
said. "That's a substantial amount

of yardage to lose."
step was to bench players.
After Eastern, Brandon said the
"If one of our players can not
coachine staff „ouid consider control his emotions, then we have
changing up who is on the field to sit him down," Brandon said.
playing. However, the Monday "That's the bottom line"
after, he explained it was a kneeBrandon and the team have been
jerk reaction to the game
reviewing the tapes of the penalYesterday, Brandon again echoed
his post game statement from
See MOTES | Page 7
Miami in which he said the next

"Pacman" Jones checks into
alcohol treatment facility
By Rachel Cohan

owner Jerry Jones told The
Associated Press yesterday.
"It's totally done through and
NEWYORK—Suspended Dallas by the NFL," Jerry Jones said.
Cowboys cornerback Adam
The NFL said yesterday it
"Pacman" Jones has entered an would not comment
alcohol treatment center.
. The league suspended Adam
The oft-troubled player has Jones for at least four games last
checked into a facility "in anoth- Tuesday for again violating its
er part of the country," Cowboys personal conduct policy.
The Associated Press

•
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TONYDEJAK

AP PHOTO

IN TROUBLE?: There is a possibility that Kellen Winslow could face punishment (rom the Browns organization for speaking out

Browns confirm star tight end
Winslow had infection
BEREA, Ohio (AP) — Browns coach
Romeo Crennel confirms that tight
end KiTlen Winslow was hospitalized witli a staph infection and may
discipline the Pro Bowler for comments made following Sunday's loss
to the Washington Redskins.
Window spent three days in the
Cleveland Clinic with staph, which

has been a problem for the Browns
in recent years. Last week, the dub
refused to disclose Windows illness.
On Sunday, the 25-year-old revealed
he had staph and complained about
the team's handling of the situation.
Winslow also said he "felt like a
piece of meat" and was disappointed general manager Phil Savage

didn't check on him when he was in
the hospital.
Crennel is disappointed at
Winslows decision to go to the
media, calling it a distraction.
Gunnel says past staph cases on
tire team are unrelated and that the
team continues to take extra precautions for their players' health.
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ties already and Brandon said that
what happens after a penalty is far
more important than die actual
penalty itself.
"That was the point that we
honed in on last night with the
team," Brandon said. "You're just
giving up yards and giving up field
position, and it's going to be harder
to win games if we don't become
more disciplined in that area."

BRANDON HEISS I THE BG NEWS

CAREER YEAR: Tight end Jimmy
Scheidler leads the team with six TD catches.

conference, which is only allowing
13.7 points per game,
"They have the Defensive Player
of the Year back in Joe English,"
Brandon said. "They don't do a lot,
but what they do, they do well."
Wide receiver Corey Partridge
is hopeful that the team can use
some of the lessons they learned
this past week against NIU.
"They run a very similar defense
as Miami did," Partridge said.
"We can hopefully use some of
Tight end
the things that worked well this
limmy Scheidler seemingly past week and add something
came out of nowhere this season to that, and then come out and
to lead the team, which histori- move the ball."
cally hasn't used a tight end as a
receiver, in touchdowns with six.
However, the question of future
recruiting of tight ends was raised
yesterday and Brandon said that all
he will have to do is show potential
recruits Scheidler's stat line from
this season.

BRANDON HEISS I IHEBGNEWS

OUT FOR NOW: Receivet Freddie Barnes
sprained his knee last week.

Husky offense

As for the offense, the Huskies
are a run heavy team, averaging 177.3 yards per game on the
ground compared to 172.4 yards
per game dirougli the air.
With the way the Falcons have
been stopping the run lately, they
will have to find a new way to
contain Northern since they will
be utilizing the run against the
Falcons.
NIU has two quarterbacks that
have been used this season in Dan
Nicholson and Chandler I lamish.
It's unclear who will get the start.

That game was the culmination of a magical season that took
place 25 years ago this winter
with York as the calm, driving
force behind the Falcon bench.
He had come to BG in 1979
to replace Ron Mason, who
coached the Falcons for six seasons before becoming the head
coach at Michigan State.
York quickly continued BG's
winning tradition in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association,
posting a .608 winning percentage in his first four seasons.
And in 1984, he helped lift the
Falcons to the height of the college hockey world.
The year before, BG had
lost in the CCHA finals and
was not voted into the NCAA
tournament.
"I still can't fathom how the
committee kept us out of the
seeding for the tournament,"
York says nearly 26 years later. "1
thought that '83 team was even
more special."
York and the Falcons came
back more determined than
ever to reach national prominence in Oct. 1983. The team
started out the season with two
wins against Clarkson, the college that York had coached at
before coming to BG.

With the exception of a 2-1 loss
to Lake Superior in late (ktober,
the Falcons won every game in
the first half of that season — an
exceptional feat even by today's
standards.
Current BG coach Scott
Paluch. who was being recruited
by York that fall, said he can't
believe how quickly time has
passed since the season when
the Falcons won 34 games.
"Wow, is diat where we're at? 25
years already?" Paluch said.
He said his own special memories from that season are of
watching BG begin a 17-game
winning streak with two wins
against Michigan Tech during
a recruiting \isit in late October.
He eventually committed to
York's program on Christmas
Eve 1983, and from 1984 to 1988
would score the most points
of any Falcon defenseman in
school history.
"Back then it wasn't as easy to
follow the team as it is now. There
was no Web or anything like that.
It was all trying to wake up the
next day and get something in
the newspaper, Paluch said.
The headlines that year told a
tale of York's coaching prowess,
experienced senior class leadership and overall dominance on
the road to lake Placid.

Buddy Powers, York's assistant
from 1982 to 1988 and eventual
head coach successor in 1994,
remembers how poised York
always remained in close games.
Terry taught me a lot about
staying calm at times rather
than flying off the handle," said
Powers, now the manager of the
BGSU Ice Arena. He was probably the perfect guy for that team
because lerry never got too high
over tilings, or too low.
"He kept things real level all
the time."
That composure has since
helped York's Boston College
teams to capture two more
national championships in 2001
and 21X18.
Brock Bradford, a senior and
captain of the Eagles' hockey
team this season, described what
it's like to play for York
"hi one word? I'd say lucky.'
said Bradford, who was bom in
1987, three years after York won
his national title with BG. "Guys
love coming to the rink everyday
because it's just a good atmosphere with his positive attitude."
After Boston College beat
Pdhich and Bowling Green, 5-3,
this past Friday. York now owns
804 career wins in 37 seasons.
That is second on the all-time
win list behind Ron Mason's 924.

Tough road

Northern Illinois is almost a forgotten teem in the Mid-American
Conference because the team
is currently behind Ball State,
Western Michigan and Central
Michigan in the West division
standings, despite having a 3-1
conference record.
The Falcons will be facing a
challenge in the Huskies as they
present the No. 1 defense in the
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NOTES

Injury report
I'reddie Barnes left Saturday's
game with a sprained knee and
is expected to be out two or three
weeks.
The two season opening running backs, Chris Bullock and
Willie Geter, are both below 100
percent, which is part of the reason the running game was sluggish against Miami.
"Willie still isn't right." Brandon
said. "Bullock's beat up. We hoped
he could have played more
Saturday because he would've
helped us."
Anthony Turner is as close to
100 percent as he's been in quite
awhile, which will be good for the
Moons if Geter or Bullock can't
handle the running load this
weekend.

second half performance, but
was unable to produce any
offense, already trailing 2-0
after conceding a couple of
sloppy goals in the first half,
according to Richards.
"I think it was just a flat
weekend," he said, thankful
for receiving a "gut-check"
with three games left to be
played in the conference and
prior to post-season.
With the weekend's losses
BG drops to 4-3-1 and sits in
fourth place in the MAC.
While a regular season
championship may be out
of reach, the team looks to
remain in the upper-crust of
the standings in order to earn
a home berth in the MAC tournament, designated to the top
four out of eight teams who
qualify for post-season.
"It's so hard to win the
regular season and post-season championships and not
many teams are able to do it,"
he said.
Last year's "gut-check"
came against the same two
opponents, Richards said,
pointing out that despite
the back-to-back losses last
season, the squad ended up
advancing to the tournament
championship.
He is hopeful similar results
will ensue as the ultimate goal
is winning the MAC tournament and earning a bid to the
NCAA tournament.

Great Selection of
Houses Er Apartments
in Good Locations!
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling (Jreen, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnneviloverfakstate.com

AMERICA'S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS!

1616 E. WOOSTER
419.352.7200
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Elderly woman
arrested for putting
stop to children's fun
MOUYHAUXWEU. I APPHOTC.
A PLEASANT DRIVE: Grooves cut in the
pavement play "The William Tell Overture"
when motorists hit them at 55 mph

Hitting the
high notes one
car at a time

BLUE ASH, Ohio (AP) — An
89-year-old Ohio woman
faces a charge of petty theft
because neighborhood children say she refused to give
back their football.
Edna Jester was placed
under arrest last week and
taken to the police station
in the Cincinnati suburb of
Blue Ash. Police say there
had been an ongoing dispute over the errant football
and a child's parent called
to report that lester kept the
ball after it landed in her
yard again.
Blue Ash Police Capt.
James Schaffer said yesterday that police warned Jester
twice and finally arrested
her after she refused to
accept a citation.
"She chose to takea stand,"
Schaffer said, saying she told
police to handcuff her, but
they wouldn't do that.
He said Jester wasn't a
troublemaker, but that police

LANCASTER, Calif. (AP) —The
folks who silenced the nation's
first "musical road" are singing a different tune.
Workers on Wednesday
began carving grooves on
Avenue G that will produce
notes of the "William Tell
Overture" when cars drive
over them.
The high desert city north
of Los Angeles placed the
grooves on another road,
Avenue K, last month for a
Honda commercial. The quar- neighbors complained the
ter-mile strip was engineered noise was annoying and kept
to play the notes — better them awake.
known as the theme for "The
The city, however, received
Lone Ranger" — when motor- hundreds of calls praisingthe
ists in Honda Civics hit them road and decided to recreate
at 55 mph.
the road in an industrial area
It was believed to be the away from homes.
First such musical road in the
"It will be a tourist attracUnited States, although there tion. It will pull people off the
are others in lapan, South freeway," Mayor R. Rex Parris
Korea and Holland.
said.
The city paved over that
Many residents also liked it.
stretch two weeks later after
"You drove over it and
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Bracelet bangle
Oaddati's land
Medicinal plants
Cable channel choice
Natural environments
Religious statue
Byways
Goof up
Unruffled
Gymnastics apparatus
God of love
Kitchen basin
Heroic tale
Personalities
Glasgow girl
Taper holder
Takes on as one's own
Designer Cardin
Devil's doings
Trawler equipment
Grove unit
Gets with a ray gun
Aid in wrongdoing
Disorderly pile
Drink with crumpets
Like a smooth
transition
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had been to the neighborhood several times to try to
mediate similar disputes.
lester must appear in mayor's court next month.
She said yesterday she
didn't have time to discuss
the incident, saying she has
received many phone calls
about it.
The football, valued at $15,
is being held for evidence,
Schaffer said.
The potential maximum
penalty for a petty theft conviction in Ohio is six months
in jail and a fine of up to
SI.000. Schaffer said he suspects the mayor or presiding magistrate will take into
account her age and lack of
criminal record when the
case comes up.
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1
5
10
14
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17
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21
22
24
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30
34
37
39
40
41
43
44

you didn't know what to
expect. When we got to the
end of it, I was smiling
ear lo ear," said Genevieve
Skidmore. 80.
The City Council has
approved spending up (o
$35,000 for the work, but
officials said there has been
interest from several companies in sponsoring the road
and reimbursing the cost in
return for publicity.

Dollar, slangily
Employs
One ol the Tnjmans
Sword handle
Love to pieces
Puccini tune
Legitimate
Yearn (tor)
Bread buy
Coat with gold
Iditarod landscape
Team animal
Head ot Hades
Pronto!
Way down
TV journalist Paula
Bandleader Puente
Cut off
Tucked in
Leaks slowly
Mosquito attack
Rings out

46
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58
61
63
64
65
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At any _
Otherwise
Heavenly gatekeeper
Actress Gilbert
Merchant's figures
Part of a group
Small cave
Accumulation
"Norma _"
Son of Leah and Jacob
Package delivery service
Oil cartel
Inventor Howe
Water pitcher
Student grind
Autographs
Warhol or Williams
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Tlie BO New* reserves the right lo decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory,
lacking in (actual basis, misleading or false
In nature All advertisements are subject
to editing and approval.
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Services Offered
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Change Your Financial Situation,
Call419-601-5179 or visit
www. shopherball ife.com/lgreen
and click "business opportunities".

MJUL-IN REBATE

On
On ANY

1 "-

Visit our website foi
prices, photos, & specials!
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Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace,
$375/mo.

Call 419-654+5716

•Avail. NOW 1 or 2 BR apt. $425/mo.
Free web, turn?, AC, 300 E. Mem/.
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as $399,
showing houses for 09/10 SY.
See Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
1 BR & effic. unfurn. apts. avail now!
$375 & $325/mo +$30 towards util.

Call 419-352-5620
2 BR. hist, stained glass windows,
HW floors, appl, ref, non-smoking.
$649/mo, 419-261-2038.
3 BR house at 317 N. Enterprise.
avail. NOWI
1 & 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.,
Avail in Jan 2009.
Call 419-354-9740.
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Mechanical
Service

!j

BOWLING GREEN
www.S3mDS.com
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CHIjOMEGA
^^SORQRITY

OIL CHANGE

Chi Omega BIG/LITTLE Unveiling
6
6
Fall 2008
BIG SISTERS LITTLE SISTERS
Brittany Summers
Katie Ennis

Elizabeth Marrone
Keshia Koephler
Jessie Hanna
Lindsay Blosser
Chelsea Lovelace

with Tire Rotation"
E

•WMC awM; a* Mi
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7171 ton Cat
UMTJ-Nll) Track! Far.
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""

SamJB^Sjjs different because
iiTtnisresolutely laid-back
setting, it consistently serves
the best food between
Toledo & Columbus-and at
bargain basement prices,.."

Sara Williams
Meg Heidelberg
Whitney Begue
Kendra Henderson
Melissa Montemarano
Christie Schafer
Katelynn Brewster
Silvia Morales
Anna Caplin
Kenzie Albaca
Mackenzie Stevens
Liz Rex
Rathryn Sheridan
Elizabeth Homerick
Katie Dnlciato
,Megan CaSjrf

FREE RENT
41H424473
41HU-7212
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Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax:419.354.7206
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Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

832 Third St, 5 blks Irom campus.
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Window A/C.
$840/mo.+ util. Call 419-392-2812.
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312 N. Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm. C/A, all appl. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

Campus Pollyeyes:
Visit us at
CampusPollyeyes.com

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
now hiring: sushi chet, kitchen chet.
& bartender. Call 419-352-7070
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Bright, like new 3BRt bonus room,
covered deck & porch. $650/mo.
Call 419-654-5716
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Computer desk/hutch $40,
file cabinet $15.
Call 419-352-8605 in evenings.

So01

for the school year.

'v H

Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

On 4 Select coon/rtAu Tires.

www.meccabg.com
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For Rent

vv

If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed belore
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

o
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For Sale

Months
^3100
Interest FREE
Start renting November 10,2008
lor the 2009/2010 school year.
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Help Wanted

Nellie's Bagel & Deli
now hiring all shifts.
Call Lee at 734-925-2102
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Mutt Present Coupon
(NOT VALID W/ OTHER OFFERS)

Help Wanted

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
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iioiy Wealth Management Group
Sales Assistant - Internship
Duties/Skills
Office Administration,
Presentation Preparation,
Typing Skills Required,
Computer & Software
Knowledge Required.
Hours: Flextime -10 hrs/week min.
Phone: 419-861-9838, ATTN: Sandy
E-mail resume to:
sdemascio@washoviafinet.com
Fax: 419-861-9839, ATTN: Sandy
Wachovia Securities Financial
Network, LLC. Member NASD'SIPC
Wachovia recognizes & values the
diversity of its employees, customers
& business partners. EOE, M/F/D/V.

The BG New* will not knowingly acrepi
jdvi'iliii'iiieiits lIlJII il]siiiiinn,itr. Of
enctiurage discrimination against any
individual of group on the bails of race.
wi color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual oriental Ion. disability, status as a
veteran, at on the basis ol any other legally
protected mat u*.
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For Rent

419-372-6977
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Offer valid 10.21 OB
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Runs off to marry
Stagger
Miniature branch
Ivy League school
Slackened off
Do-over
Luminescence
"_ Man," Stanton
film
Pizzeria appliance
Winner's mantra
Clay, today
Garden sphere

ANSWERS

MEXICAN GRILL
419.353.7200

NEWS
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53
55
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TACO TUESDAY!
2 Tacos for $3

Visit us online at

couldn't cross.
Morgan County Sheriff's
Sgt. Scott Peay suspects the
cart was fitted with a car
engine instead of the original electric motor.
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James Schaffer | Poke Captain

An inscription read: "Beloved
Wife, Mother Viola T. Bagnasco.
1901-1969."
Caryl Arnet, owner of monument maker Arnet's Inc., said
the markers might have been
used as a walkway because they
contained misspellings or other
errors.
She said gravestones sometimes aren't picked up after
being ordered.
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Man replacing sewer line discovers old gravestones
served as pavement for one resident's walkway
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)
— A worker doing a sewer line
replacement at a home made
an eerie discovery: Huge slabs
of grave markers turned upside
down for a front walkway.
Brian Darwin pulled nine of
about 60 granite pavers out of
the ground Wednesday night.
When he flipped one of the 100pound slabs over a day later, he
was stunned.
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the stand."

A cheaper alternative to pavement
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"She chose to take

Golfcart serves as a new twist
to the usual getaway vehicle
MORGAN, Utah (AP) — A
Utah sheriff's office has
found that it shouldn't
underestimate the golf cart
as a getaway car.
A suspect in a souped-up
cart managed to elude officers who pursued him last
month through an alfalfa
field — but only for a while.
I le was arrested the next day
at his grandmother's house.
Officers started pursuing the driver after he was
spotted spinning out in a
city park in Morgan. He took
off into an alfalfa field and
jumped irrigation ditches
that the sheriff's cruisers
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GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '09 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
(419)352-0717 • 445 K.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402 • www.greenbriarrentals.com
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